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Resources for Owlets (Aged 11-14)

Owlet Book 1
Harry Potter and the Philosopher’s Stone

Owlet Movie 1
Spider-Man: Homecoming (2017)

Research Person 1
Keenu Reeves

Owlet Video 1
Follow the leader | Suli Breaks |

Owlet Video 2
How Are Great Artists and Great Leaders Similar?

Owlet Video 3
Why is Vermeer’s “Girl with the Pearl Earring” considered a masterpiece? - James Earle

Owlet Video 4
How great leaders inspire action

Owlet Article 1
How Art Teachers are Helping Build the Next Generation of Leaders

Owlet Article 2
Picasso - A Leader in the Art World

Owlet Article 3
Art and Leadership

Owlet Article 4
Can the Arts Inspire Better Leadership?